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PREFACE 
A curren! sdmul .. ion of interest in animal agriculture Stems from the desire ro 
change consumption patterns. A higher standard of living is associated wirh a gre:lfCf 
use of .nilIUl products. Producers, as well as other industry group" hav~ pointed Our 
that a high r:>te of animal production is consistent with the maximiza.ion of land use, 
the conservation of fertihty, and the facile expan!ion of food production during times 
of narional emer~cy. 
An increasing amOunr of recognition has been given to the nccessitf of .erving 
the needs and desires of consumers. Nor SO well recognized is rhe nud to study con-
sumer ,.tisf.ction!. All tOO often spokesmen in agriculture while poinring up ,he need 
for serving COnSumers have ended up with what is essentially a promotional "enture 
in "strengthening and br<».dening COnSumer educational work.» These indoc!rinarions by 
producer, processor and disrributor groups generally ore seriously lacking in authentic 
Consumer infOfmarion. 
The ultim." purpose of marketing research is to derermine how consumers may 
obtain the mOSt sarisfa"ion 1! the le.St COSt. Consu mer preference research atracks an 
important part of the problem-thu of studymg consumer satisfaction with alternative 
produ({,. 
To be useful In improvemen' of grade standards, preferenc~ research should be 
oriented toward discovery of the faCtorS of a produCt ,h .. are discrimin.ble to large 
groups of COnsumers. In this sense preference rese:lrch lxcomC'l • <001 tow.rd improve· 
ment of mnd:mls rather th.n an end in itself. This .pproach h05 ohious implic.tions 
for rhe breeders, f~ers, processors, and distributors of me .. animals and animal 
products. 
Studies of consumer preferences, because of .heir very n.ture, :Ire fnught with 
• number of obst.des. Probably the greatest is !he problem of evaluating the v .. ious 
products by ,heir . mibutes. Agricultural products such 05 meat are extremely com-
plex and diverse in nature. The vniations result from the hereditary and environ_ 
mental condition before slaugh!er u well II from the inAuences in the processing, 
distribution and utiliution after sl.ughter. 
Fin~lly, rhere is no universdly Or even regionaUy accepted agreement on the part 
of consumers ~s to what is commonly rermed quality. NO! many COnSumerS are f~mi­
Ii.,. with government grading of me:lt. There is .Iso doubr u ro whether government 
grades are effective in reducing variability sensory-wise or indiC:lting meaningful sen-
sory differences to consumers. 
Srudies of consumers' preferences concerning beef h.ve concentra,ed on visual 
appnisal of beef grades. The result, h.ve indic .. ed a much greater popularity of!he 
leaner grades than was previously believed. However. this research has had twO basic 
difficulties: 
1. Visual .ppraiul h., limited meaningfulness beous.e consumers canno, rein: 
visual and e:ldng ch.racteristic! rcli.bly. 
2. Preferences among present federal earcus grades . re nOt meaningful unless 
,hose grades :Ire meaningful to COnsumers. 
Un;!! of p,oduct within. consumer grade should be substitutable or e<jual prices 
to man)' {or aU} consumers while units in different grodes should not be substiturable 
at equal prices 10 some (or all) COnsumers 
Eo.'ing differences wer~ found in ,he loin s,~~k. from differ,,,,, c:mJc in only :ahou, 
half of 'he ,ests in ,hi, lIudr. Th OCCurrenc~ of ,h= ea,ing diffttencn _ 1>01 
Slrongly n:bted to pltKl" k,lo:ral arcus gra<b. Comparison of loins from cank with-
i~ VoriOUI grades indicated .ha, judges distinguished differences be.~n' 
l. 7 of 10 ?lilS of Commercial loi", .esred 
2. 2 of 10 pairs of Good loin, [(:$tcd 
3. 3 of 10 pair! of Cboia: loins tested 
4. 4 of 10 pailS of Prime loi", rested 
While there is a lack of eating homogeneity within grul .... thele i. I." hru-rogenciry 
bet ... a:n non·adjoining grades than might be amicipatcd.. ComparilOn of loinl from 
ClttiC be,"'~n v.riou, grades indicated thlt judges diltingui'hed differences betw«1l' 
1. 7 of 20 pairs of Choia:.Commercial loi"" res,cd 
2. II 0120 pain of Prime-Good loins tested 
The results presented in this Study 1't part of I major n:5Corch program which 
ha.$ II its obj«tiv~ I mOrC thot"Ollgh understanding of what COfll umcrs gcnenlly wish 
in ,he melt they purchlSC. Thus. these studin arc imponan' in ,he: ~lopment 01. 
mOle ~dcquatc basis fOf satisfying consumer demand. 
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CONSUMER PREFERENCES 
AND BEEF GRADES 
A Theoretical Basis for 
Consumer Grades* 
IN TRODUCTION 
Grading has been promoted as a means of classifying various agri-
cultural products in the market. Much of (he promotion:d effort originated 
from producers and traders because these groups hoped to gain by grad-
ing. The chief argument for grading has been that it classifies units of a 
given product with heterogeneous nlues into groups of more uniform 
value. 
Grading supposedly affords protection to buyus who bck skills for 
determining value. On the other hand, buyer ignorance affords opporruni. 
rits for using the grades for the benefit of the sellers nther than the buyers. 
Economists have considered grading es~mial in facilitating competi-
tion in the markets. Evaluations of the effectiveness of various criteria for 
gnde sflndards have varied. However, the genefllly a«epted basis for gnd-
ing is that grades must be meaningful to consumers and mUSt provide an 
efficient means for consumers to communic.l.te their preferences through 
trade channels to producers. One of the major rroblems in establishing 
such a grading srandard for beef has been hck 0 information on the con· 
sumers' preferences. 
Research has been under way for some time at the Missouri Station 
concerning the acceptability to consumers of various grades of beef and 
their preferences among these gndes in various substitutionary situations. 
A prerequisite for the guidance and interpretation of empirical work on 
problems of a«eptance and preference was the development of an analyti-
cal fnmework for the evaluation of beef grades. This paper presents the 
framework that was developed. 
Empiriol work regarding consumer preferences involves the modifica-
tion of certain research techniques adapted from other fields. Since both 
the analytio.l framework and the techniques are belicved to have rele-
vance - in modified form, probably-to some other foods besides beef, the 
'Thi • ..."ion .... " ""<0 by V. J.md Rt.;>d",.....J E1 ... , R. ((j.hl. POttioou of <hi. """ion ... ". pYbli>l"l«l in 
, .. .-J of lim, EMroO<i<o. Mo. J""""J P2p<r 1'>62. ftbnl")", 1~)6. Th ••• ,bon "",fun,. .. knowlcd~ 1>o:I;>fuI 
,..;. ... by Dr. GcnId &I!<:l",.". Uocs<o<k Soi:<i<)n. AMS, U.5.0.A .• ..,d P<ofnso, O. £. find,.. D.p<. of Ani-
MIl Hu .... ndry. 
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techniqu~ ~re briefly explained ~nd ~n introduction is given to the litera· 
ture concerning chern. Ie should be emph~sized ch~t this report is in the 
n~ture of ~ progress s c~tement. M~ny hypotheses rem~in to be tested. 
Criteri~ of ~n Optimum Gn.ding Sy5tem 
Almost,.U beef is purchased by consumers in retail CUts. Bec:f is gl'1ldoJ 
in the ntOSS or in large wholesale cuts. Since vuious re t~il CUts ue known 
10 vuy considerably as to tenderness and fat COMent. grading of whole-
ule CUtS or nrc15scs may not be suitable fOf the smaller curs. Preferences 
in rebtion to gndes n~ 10 be: srudied for individual retail cutS in order 
to determine the degree of carcass breakdown at which grading can be 
mOSt meaningful for the consu mer. The foUowing discussion speaks of 
"beef" and is interpreted to mean any reail cut. If empiriGI research 
shows the feasibility of considering all curS of the carcass together for 
guding purposes, then chu interpretation may be: placed upon Ihe tenn, 
·'beef". These considerations do not preclude n.rC15S grades fOT Ihe bene-
fit of intermediate buyers. 0nly grading for the consumer is considered 
here. 
An optimum grading system should: {I I be: workable in the marker 
place; (2) be oriented at the retail I<;.vel to the preferences of consumers. 
The workability of a grading syStem depends upon its acceptance by 
the marker interests concerned with its usc. Such acceptl.!lce may be: pardy 
a function of orher factors than the feuibility and efficiency with which 
gr~ding can be: done. However. due recognition must be given to the im· 
ponance of gnding criteria which arc e:..s ily undersrood and applied, and 
which Gn be: subject to. little vuiation in interpre!uion by the vuious 
parries concerned. The argument is persuasive that the more objective 
the grading criteri~, the more workable the gnding system, though sub-
jective terminology has ofren been used and may continue to be used. 
Criteria for consumer grades should be: oriented to consumer prefer. 
ences. An opdmum guding system should classify as alike or as "in a 
gnde" al l those products which consumers v~lue the same. Those pro-
ductS consumers value differently should be: in differem gndes. For a 
grade to be of m:1ximum usefulness, it is essential that aimlm ,,/I con· 
sumers consider the units within :1 gn.de to be homogeneous pricewisc. 
On the other hand, grades may be very useful even if only a small pro-
portion of consumers Vlllue di fferently the units within tV{O or more grades 
-provided that these consumers purchase a considerable amount of these 
gndes. From the point of view of maximizing producer profits, this propor· 
tion of consumers could be: qui te small and still juscify grading. 
To give concreteness to this di$Cussion, it is ~rbitnrily assumed. that 
if one·fourth or mOfe of the releVll.!lt consumer population Vlllues any twO 
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units of a rctail cut of beef differendy by as much as 5 cems or more per 
pound, the: CUtS should be in different grades. If more than one-fourth of the 
relevant population values any tWO beef units differently by less than 5 
(enrs per pound, or if less than one-fourth values them differently by more 
than 5 cents per pound, the tWO cutS arc assumed to be so alike as to 
justify being included in the same grade. It is not easy to demonstrate 
which specific combinations of proportions of consumers and value differ_ 
enti:.lls between units of a product would be required to justify a consumer 
guding system from either the private or social poin! of view. For ex-
ample, the relative advantages :and COStS of marketing sevcul grades to-
gerher influence the opdmum width of the grades. 
In considering the possibilities of altering grade boundaries to adjust 
for seasonal Of other changes in supplies grades based on obvious char-
acteristics would appear in less danger of reducing consumer satisfaction 
than those based upon hidden product characteristics. For example, sea-
sonal adjustments in the sizing at even grading of potatoes probably 
would not hinder the usefulness of the sizing and grading to consumers.'· 
H owever, alterations in grades which produced unexpected changes in 
earing '1ualides at the dinner table would probably weaken confidence in 
the grading system and, thereby, reduce its usefulness. 
Note that it is specified that a certain proportion of consumers value 
the rwo products differendy. T his is not rhe same as spedfying that the 
market or the C<juilibrium prices of the twO products differ. The relative 
C<juilibrium prices of various grades dcpend upon relativc demand and 
supply condidons. Two grades might conceivably sell at the same price in 
the same or different markers at any given rime, as will be shown Iatcr. 
Consumcrs may value twO beef products differently because of visu.:l.l, 
sensory, or imaginary differences. Only" real" differences-visual or sen-
sory-are assumed to be of interest as a basis for public grades. 
If the real differences are established, the welfare problem remains as 
to the relative gains or losses of producers, merchandisers, and consumers 
from the use or non-use of a given grading scheme. An attempt to solVl': 
this whole complex problem is beyond the scope of this paper. If grad-
ing is undertaken, however, grading criteria based upon real preferences 
of consumers are a necessary condition for efficient resource :allocation and 
the maximizarion of consumer wdfare. 
It is very possible for a "grade" which is homogeneous visually to 
be heterogeneous in eating satisfaction and vi.:e versa. If sensory differ-
ences are the main cause for differences in the consumers' valuation of beef, 
(Onsumers still may base their choice on visual characteristics as indicators 
of sensory characteristics. The difficulties of grading when borh visual and 
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sensory differences in product inAuence consumer valuation of beef will be 
discussed latter.--
Two important questions which must be answered in setting up a 
grading system for a food product are: 
1. How many grades should there be and where should the boun<hrics 
b<' 
2. What should the grade names be and should they be nnk-ordere(P 
The economist is also interested in estimating the price rebtionships 
among grades which will give maximum efficiency in allocating re-
sources in relalion to consumers' preferences. Answers 10 Ihese quesdons 
cannot be given t!o'irhoul knowledge of both consumer preferences and 
production possibilities. 
Analyt ical Framework 
To provide a framework for the analysis of food grading systems 
various assumpdons must be made about the nature of consumers' pre-
ferences. Problems dealing with analysis of preference an be handled 
gnphially by what is called a ngiven_product" diagnm. Indifference and 
rransformation maps arc drawn with amounts of two given products or 
grades shown on the axes. The problem is 10 determine the outputS and 
prices of the twO grades which will give efficient resource allocation. 
Theoretically, more grades can be handled by adding more axes. How-
ever, this analysis should be preceded by an analysis of consumer prefer-
ences to define the particular grades which arc taken as given in the 
"gi\·en·product" diagnm. 
For this inidal step. the writers have experimented with a diagnm 
which might be called a ·'product-composition" di:agram. This diagr:am 
appears useful in analyzing preferences for some produces and for some 
gndes of foods. It is an adaptation of common supply :malysis to produces 
that have tWO or more principal clements which arc complementary sub-
stitutes within a considcnble mgt. Such clements arc lean muscle :md fn 
in the case of beef. Fat and non-fat solids arc somewhat comparable cle-
ments in milk. 
Figure 1 is an example of a product-composition diagnm for beef. 
The indifference curve I shows the attitudes of a consumer (or group of 
consumers with identical preferences) toward various proponions of En 
and lean in the beef product. These proportions and anitudes pc:rrain to 
the joint consumer product and not to separable fat and lean products. 
Amoums of fat or lean as measured along the axes have signifiance only 
as showing the particular proportions of fat and lean in rhe beef product. 
•• ",. dinio<ciCIII bet ...... ",null" ,"d " .. --r .!ifIM:nm i. ofom "'* i. ,I>c: litc"rltllf< 0/ ,h;' r..1d. aI-
.lIoo,!;b if io 10 ...... "'" unfottu", .. '''''MticIlIIy -'S<ruo<y" >lid " .. ""," di~ ... uood iooord>u>anbIr 
"' <bi, rqoan. 
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3 
• 1 
Amount ~ Fa t 
f ig. l_Product_composi tion indifference diagnm. 
The: tnnsformadon curve T shows the COSt rel:ations among V1.rious "f)'peSH 
of b«:f at a given level of expenditures. The tangency of the: indifference: 
lnd rnnsformation curves shows the: prdc:rred type or types of b«f to be 
produced under given prefcrcnce: and COSt condilions. However, this 1m· 
geney position docs not show the: desired output of (he preferred rype or 
rypcs. Once the: type or types :are defined, the: given. product diagram may 
be uSed in {he analysis of OUtput. T he: product-composition di:lgnm is 
not indispensable to {he: relating of gn.des to preferences but does add usc:· 
ful amplifi(1tion for defining thc grade: boundaries. 
The use of fat-le2n t2tios as criteri:a for gnding b«:f seems appropriate 
since: present federal and packer gndes iUC nlher highly relatcd to such 
ntios. Quitc obviously, beef may be diffcrentiated by othcr criteria such 
as physical or chemical chancterisdcs, or othcr measurcmentS, if [hc$c arc 
found to be related reliably to relevant organoleptic ch:lN.cteristics. 
H ypothctical Prcfercnce and Production Situatio ns 
A numbcr of hypothetical cases can bc developed to dcmonstrate the 
naturc of assumptions implicd by gcncralizations that arc often made on 
conswner grades. In somc cascs rathcr stringcnt assumptions arc necessary 
in order [0 be consistcnt 1;\'ith the gcncralizations. Six different sets of as-
sumptions concerning preferences and production possibilities are specified 
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in the cases below. These different cases cover ~ wide r:tnge of possibilities, 
some of which may be relev~nt ro beef. The conditions of one cas<: may 
be realistic for one beef cur while another case may be more relev~nt for 
another bed cut. Assumptions underlying one or more of the various cases 
m~y ~Iso be relevant for other foods. 
Cast I-UnivmaJ lndiffmnct (No prtfmnm): It is assumed Ihat con-
sumers h~ve no preference among various "types" of beef (particular com-
binations of fat and le:.l.n) at equal quantitative utes of substitution. All 
consumers could be represented by a straight line indifference curve of 
the slope minus one as shown in the product·composition diagram of 
Figure 2. The economically optimum type of beef is Ihe proportion of fat 
to lean at which the indifference curve is tangent to the ttansformarion 
curve. It is a well-known principle th:.l.t the consumer satisfaction for a 
given outlay is maximized when the marginal r:tle of resource substitution 
equals the marginal rate of product substitution. In this case of unive!"S:l1 
no-preference at equal quantitative substitution rates, the optimum type 
of beef is that which gives the greatest quantity p<:r given amount of in-
pur. 
As shown in Figure 2, the tangency may be either a point or a range 
depending upon the shape of the transformation curve. Only one type of 
beef should be produced if the tangency is only a point. On the other 
, 
Amount 0:1 Fa.t 
fig. 2-Unjv~ <s a1 no preferences concerning oompos;· 
don of ptodUCI. 
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hand, if tangency coincides over a considerable range (as with T ,), should 
th<':se physically dissimilar combinHions be separated into various "grades"? 
No, because consumers have already been assumed to be indiffercm among 
these varying product combin:nions. This indifference may be due TO m 
inability of consumers to discriminate among the eating characteristics of 
the various types or imp:mi:.llity (Ow:ud eating differences they detect. The 
economic usefulness of grades depends upon their indio.tion to some con-
sumers of differences in value. Sensory differences (differences in eating 
satisfaction) are a necessary but not lI. sufficient basis for value differences. 
Thus, the tirst requirement for grading is for some (or all) consumers 
to be unwilling to exchange some units of a product for other units at an 
equal substitutionary rate. Prerequisite to such unwillingness is consumer 
ability to detect differences in the eating characteristics of those units. 
This ability doubdessly varies with consumers and with the product con· 
cerned. 
Even though grading is nOt justified at the consumer level, there art 
still one, or more specific types of beef (i .e. particularly combinations of 
fat/lean) -depending upon the number of tangencies of indifference and 
transformation curves -which should be produced to obtam efficient allo-
c~tion of resources. 
ArnOllllt of Pre rerred Type 
f ig. 3-A ease of no preferen~. showing rhe optimum 
relative ourpUtS of twO types of beef. 
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Thae points m1y be illuSfnted on the more nmiliar given.product 
diagf'1m. Figure 3 shows the indifference and tnnsform1[ion rdations be-
tWeen the economically optimum (the preferred) type of beef and an· 
other type (say the type adjacent to the optimum), assuming only one 
poinr of tangency. Figure" shows the indifference and transformation !'(:. 
!adons between twO distinct and optimum types. The tangency poim in 
Figure" shows the reladve outpUtS of twO types of beef that can be pro-
duced most economially when all CtllhUmers are indifferem among the 
various types of beef. The twO types should nOi be sepanted into grades. 
The indifference 1Ssumption of this ase may seem very umealistic 
for beef, The nct that m1ny retail pork cuts arc marketed ungraded today 
might suggest that industry does assume almost universal consumer indif· 
ference among types of pork (i.e., different internal fatllean r:J.tios), Some 
other foods might be suggested which vary in various physical ways but 
which are regarded as alike by all consumers. Moreover, this assumption 
may be real istic for scven! of the chapest cutS of beef. 
Cast /I-Idtnlkai Prt/trtnas ( Poinl Tangmry): The assumptions in this 
casc arc that all consumers have an identical preference map concerning beef 
and th1t tangency is a point nther than :I nnge. Various shapes of trans-
formation curves may be assumed consistent with the condit ions above. 
The indifference curves may vary from an L-shape to a nt"2riy stf'1ight line 
, 
.... "'ount ot Type 1 
Fig. 4_A no·prefeunce5 cu~ ,howing the o ptimo.un 
.dative oucpuu of rwo type' of beef. 
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of slope minus one. Unde! these lSsumptiOns, only one type of beef 
should be produced. Thar type of beef o f a given fat/ lean ratio is indi· 
ClI ted by rhe slope of a straight line from the origin through the tangency 
point. Grading is nOt needed in this situation because only one type of 
beef can be produced ttonomically. T his type is the preferred type at the 
prevailing price relationships among types of beef. 
It may be argued that the joint consideution of grading and of the 
type: of product which can be mOSt economicaliy produced is unrealistic. 
Admittedly, out rut is not always geared perfectly to prefe~nces. Thus, a 
greater range 0 products may be produced than is economic. Grading 
may be needed to del ineate products within this greater range even (hough 
it is not needed in the ideal range specified by the assumptions of this 
CllSe, While rhe force of this argument is admitted, it is believed that an 
optimum grading system should be an integral part of (he analysis of the 
o ptimum satisfaction of consumers' p~ferences, If some uneconomic pro-
duction is assumed to persist-that is, production of the non-tange:ncy 
types-then grading described more full y in the next case: may be justi. 
'«I. 
Cast llJ-Jdmlkal Pn!t1rnm ( Tangtnty Rangt): It is assumed that all 
consumers hlVe an identical preference map and that there is a range of 
tangency.t T he slope of the curves within the range of tangency could 
possibly be minus one -indicating consumer indifference among the VlI.ri-
ous types of beef included in the tangency range. In this situation, there 
would be no economic gain in dividing (he products into conSumer 
g rades-cormponding to the sensory types-since all consumers arc indif· 
ferent among them at (he same price. 
On the other hand, it is more probable: that the slope of the curves 
within the range of tangency will not be minus one. In this situalion, 
consumers consider almost all types of beef to be acceprable at some price. 
However, at equal prices certain "qualities" (types) of beef are preferred 
over others and this preference continues until the less favored types are 
priced more cheaply than {he more favored types. What system of grad-
ing may be economically justifiable? As a first approximation, there should 
be as ffi2ny grades as there are: org:l.noleptically discernible types. As al-
ready stated, the grade boundaries should be narrow enough that con-
sumers consider the units within a gnde to be alike in value. Thus, sen-
sory homogeneity SCtS the narrowest limits for the boundaries of a gnde. 
However, thesc boundaries may be wider whenever small sensory differ-
ences are regarded indifferendy by consumers, That is, the grade bounda-
ries can be wide enough to include some sensory heterogeneity as long 
tFor <mpiri<sl ~ ...... of <snl'""'J' ;s de&ntd ... dioWIC< ...-J, .... ' '0 ""'""" _ 
"""' ...... ..... bet..... ........ poioo .. ..,.. oipilian< pc F' " or 011.-..-... 
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as rhe included units of product remain homogeneous in ~allil to con· 
sumers. There should be enough grades (0 include the roul economic 
OUtput. 
The criterion of af! consumers is used in this case: be:cause: preferences 
are lSsumed identi,a!' In a market silualion in whi'h preferences are I'ery 
simibr but not identical, the criterion of most consumers v,'ould prob~bly 
be more pr~cti'able. There m~y ofren be: ~ small proportion of extremely 
discriminating consumers who detect and emphasize so many differences 
that a grear many grades would be required (0 obtain inrf2 grade value 
homogeneiry. However, the greater the number of grades beyond twO or 
lhrc:e. the less workable the grading system is likely to be:. This does not 
preclude, of course, the use of special sub.grades in cenain markets or for 
certain buyers." 
Quallty.ordering names, such as Best, Bereer, and Good, or No.1, 
No.2, and No.3, would 'probably be JUStified in this situation since aU 
((mSllmm haw hknticai prtft rtnm . Moreover, (he equilibrium prices of rhe 
vHious gr.ldes would be: perfectly corrdatc:d with (heir relative desirability 
aod the " spectacle" of No_ 3 gr.lde selling higher lhan No.1 grade would 
not be witnessed. The usc of grade names which are virtually a hedonic 
scale-may themsdves suhjectively affect preferences and increase lhe 
popubrity of the top gnde or grades. Opporrunities for other social ef· 
feCtS on preferences e",ist with quality ordered grade names. 
Figure 5 gives the product.composition illustntion for this casc. Two 
"' ... aunt 01 Fat 
Fig. S-ldenriol pcderences wi,h a ,...nge of tangency 
showing ,he 'wo pcderred grlldes of buf. 
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Amount of ~ A 
Fig_ 6- AI1 identical-preference. Ote showing the opti_ 
mum ~bl;ve output, of two g rade, of beef. 
discriminable types of beef-A and B -lre anumal to be connine<! with· 
in the nnge of tangency. All consumers a're indifferent between types A 
and B beef whenever the price of A is higher than the price of B by a 
(Clujn proportion. Under these condidons, IWO gndes-A and B-of beef 
can be: economically produced. 
The givrn-producr diagram ( Figure 6) as derived directly from Figure 
, shoW$ a str::lighr Jinc indifference curve I , between grades A and B. The 
Ir:msformation curve shows the rdative OutpUIS the marker price l'atio 
will bring fouh. 
Ic may be realistic to assume that the preferences of all consumers 
arc not rigidly fixed, but rather are influenced by the uses for which 
grades A and B are employed. For example, gnde A beef m1y be preferred 
for serving eo dinner gueses while gnde B is served 1e other times. Thus, 
the indifference curve in Figure, may nOt be fixed, and the indiffererlCe 
Curve I. in Figure 6 h1s some curv1eure. If gl1lde A is still considered as 
good or bener in every use eh1n gnde B, then the use of qualiey-order. 
ing narne! would still be justified. The long-run price relationships would 
still place A higher than B because of its higher long.run cose relation· 
ship within the t1nge of tangency. 
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. ~ig. 7-T wo groups of prd"r"n~s for beef acro«ling to 
IrS U$e. 
I' 
Another situation in which purpose or use at different times inAu-
ence preferences can be assumed within the framework of this case (Figure 
7). Preferences are such that a small premium will be paid fOf Type A 
beef over Type B for a certain use. Conversdy, Type B beef will obtain 
a small premium for the other use. Two grades are justified. Other types 
arc acceprable only :H considerable discount. The e<juilibrium prices of 
the tWO grades might be e<jual, and would be within [he range of the 
premiums offered. Price equality of the tWO grades would not ne<:esslIily 
affect their usefulness. 
The usc of rank-ordering grade name,s in this latter case would be 
confusing since the superioriry or inferiority of the grade is related to its 
use. Thus, rhe assumption that all consumers' preferences are identical 
will be found to be a necessary but not a sufficient condition for the justi. 
fication of rank-ordered grade names. Rc:<:ognition of the complex impli· 
cations that derive from the simplified assumption of identical consumers' 
preferences should warn [he empirical investigator of the complicated 
nature of rhe consumer preference problem. 
Cast IV-BimodaL Distribution oj PreJerencts (Point TangencitJ): It is 
assumed that preferences of all consumers are nOt identical but that twO 
indifference maps represent them very well. These indifference cur .... es :ue 
each tangent to the relevant transformation curve at a point and at these: 
points the types of products arc differenr sensory.wise. These conditions 
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Fig. a-Bimodal distribution of preferences. 
are represented in Figure 8. The twO consumer groups ~re represented by 
indiff'erence curves I, and I._ The t:.l.ngency points arc A and B. In this 
situadon, tWO grades arc: needed for beef. Each grade is prefened by a 
cenain group of consumers unless the ot her grade is priced sufficiently 
lower. If only a small price differential rc:vcne$ preferences then gr::u:iing 
may not be e<onomically justifiable. Relative optimum ourpurs and prices 
would depend upon the resource: sub$Iirudon rebdons betwttn the tWO 
product gndes and the relative dema.nds for them. Under the simple :as-
sumptions above, the twO grades might be priced the: same. 
Vuious strength of preference situations can be assume<!. On the 
one extreme, it might be assumed that rhe non-preferred gr~de is com· 
plerely unaccepnble to that consumer group. On the orher limi ting C)C-
treme, i[ might he assumed that the preferences at equal prices are of a 
"two-cent vatiety" and that whenever either grade is available for t"\l,'O 
cents (or mme) per unit cheaper than the other grade al l consumers will 
prefer the cheaper grade. In this case, it is impossible for more: dun one: 
grack ro be sold in that market if sufficient amounts of one gr-ade to mccc 
demand can be supplied ar more than tWO cents a pound cheaper than 
the other grade. Grading probably would not be justifiable wi th such 
weak preferences. There is obviously a considerable middle ground be· 
[wcen these extremes. 
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Quali ty-ordering grade names apparently would n(lt be justified in 
this situation. To say tha t the grade preferred by consumer group one is 
superior to [he g rade preferred by consumer group tWO is both an arbi· 
nary and a misleading statement. Even if the equilibrium price of one 
grade exceeds (hat of the other grade, the assignment of quali ty-ordering 
g rade names would disregard the preferences of a significanl group of 
consumers. 
It is recognized Ih3! grades of some food products are based largely 
on degree of quality deterioration. In such cases, the more deteriorated 
grade cannOt be argued w be better than the less deteriorated grade. In 
these casc:s, there are grounds for basing grades upon quality deteriol'1ltion 
and ignoring the possibil ity of a few connicdng ronsumers' preferences of 
an imational nature. Beef grading is nOt a function of quality deterioration. 
Cast V _Bimodal DiItn'blllion 0/ Prt/fft,utS (Tangmcy Rnngts): It is 
assumed that consumer preferences may be grouped 'inw rwo preference 
maps as in Case IV. It is furt her assumed that each indifference eurve has 
a range of tangency with the relevant transformation curve. These tang· 
ency ranges may overlap. (Graphically. this would be a combinadon of 
Figures' and 7.) If these sensory differences - both inter.group and intra · 
group-are nOt valued sufficiently different by consumers. then grading is 
nOI nceded and preferences are best satisfied by selling beef in undiffer-
entiated form. If there is a significant inter-group economic difference 
but no intra.group differences, then twO grades are justified since there 
are t"9.'O groups of preferences. Reladve prices and volumes of sales will 
depend upon relative demand and ~upply and will not indicate relat ive 
"quality." The same argument against quality-ordering grade names 
applies as in the previous case. It thert are both intra- and inter.group 
economic differences, then more than twO grades are justified. Considera-
tions concerning grading ate the same as above. 
em VI - Mlll1imodal DistrihlltifJn 0/ P"/ffmm: The assumpdons may 
be extended to more than tWO differing groups of preferences without 
affecring the principles already stll tcd. However, handling more: than two 
groups does complicale the graphical presentations. 
The use of fa l/lean ratio as the criteria for grading beef was purdy 
ill uStrative. There is a lack of evidence that units of a CUt with lhe same 
fat/lean ratio are uniform in tenderness or flavor or juiciness, or that 
units with varying fat/ lean ratios vary systematically as to these earing 
char:acreristics . •. •. u Perhaps other crileria would more efftctivcly differ-
entiate beef on these eating char:acteristics. These criteria could probably 
supplement rather than replace the far/lean rario. 
The pOSSibil ity of the dual influence of both sensory and visual pro-
duct char:acteristics upon consumer preferences must be rc;t:ognized. Pre:-
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(c rcnee b~sed upon visual characteristics may sometimes be bued upon 
incorrect beliefs concerning the association of visual :Ina sensory char-
aCfcristics. Grading probably should not rccogniu such italiana! beliefs. 
Buyer education. if feasible:, is a better treatment of such beliefs. , For 0\. 
:ample, some consumers believe rhal yellow fat indicates poor eating char-
acteristics in lean bed. There is no evidence: (0 support this belief. There-
fore, the ntion11 approach would appear to be consumer education con-
cerning yellow fat nlhcr than a gndt differentiation based upon (:1.[ 
co lor. However, preferences based upon aesthetic values may need to be 
rccogni~c:d in gnding. Thus, a grade which is homogeneous, sensory· 
wise:. may have: to be sub·divided w obnin homogeneity in appearance 
also. The same conditions conccrning significant cconomic differences 
apply in cstablishing such gradc boundarics. 
The assumption is often made that all consumers havc similar pre· 
ferences. If the funher assumption is made that these preferences are un· 
changing for all uSC'S of a glllde, then the populat inference of a positive 
associat ion of "gnde quality" and price is correct. It has been tather com· 
monly assumed in the beef industry that the order of quality by gracic:s is 
Prime. Choicc. Good, and Commercial. The faCt that prices of grades 
have been in the s~me order in the long.run has been considered evidence 
of the ranking in quality. It has been shown above: that rdative prices 
have no such unique rebtion w "quality" when either or both assump-
tions are not true. 
Giteria for an optimum glllde st1.ndard have ~ proposed with the 
statement that "the terminology used should convey some concept to the 
individual of the rdative value of t he grades. '" Such a statemem about 
rda tive value is inacculllte unless the preferenees of all consumers are 
identical and constant among uSC'S. Neutral gnde names may be difficult 
to obtain and more difficult to mainrain, but efforts should be in that 
direCtion rather than the converse for some foods, including beef, 
The assumption of twO gwups of consumcrs wirh identical prefer· 
ences is admittedly quite limiting. It would probably be more realistic to 
assumc a considerable diversity of rather weak preferences. These diverse 
preference maps may be grouped into a number of similar sets. While the 
number of similar setS may o ftcn exceed tWO, the assumption of tWO 
groups was sufficient for deriving important inferences about relati\"C 
pricing and gl'2de names. T he: whole concept of "rdative I{utllitj' be-
cornel ambiguous as soon as it is admi tted that consumers' preferences 
may diffef. 
Available evidence on prefefences among beef gl'2des strongly sug· 
gCstS that consumers' preferences do differ. One probable cause of dif· 
fering consumer preferences is physiological differences :lmoog individuals 
in sensory thresholds." Custom :lnd h:lbit ate prob:lbly important causes 
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of consumer likes ~nd dislikes. Nor should the researcher overlook .he: 
powerful economic inAuences of income and prites as they help fO shape 
prefert:ncc:s in the m~rkel plaee: 
Empil'i c~l Methodo logy 
The t~sk of obtaining observations ro determine which of t he an~­
IYlital models describe lhe real consumer preference si tuation is f!'a ught 
with the usu:r.l di fficul ties of empirical mnsuremenr. Techniques and mea-
sures of sensory discrimination and preferences adapre<:l from other fields 
appear most promising. Fundamentally, "measures of eating preferences" 
need to be oblaine<:l be:c:ause eating sarisfaetions are lhe ultimate prefer-
ence criteria in be:d consumption. While visual prefcn;nces for various 
cha!'acteris tics may be: expected to inAuence preferen-ces within limits, the 
following d~vdopment of e mpirical methodology is mainly concerne<:l 
with eating preferences. 
The empirical task of SC: lting up g!'ades by sensory preference tests 
may be: divide<:l into lWO steps. Thesc: arc as follows; ( I) determine a sc:t 
of g!'ades in which each gnde is as inclusive as possibte wirhout includ· 
ing any bed units which can be: diKriminarcd between by a significant pro-
pordon (say, one-fourth or more) of consumers; (2) reduce the rcsul t· 
ing number of g!'adcs by combining or broadening g!'ades ins06r as this 
docs not include any bed unirs wi thi n a gradc which arc valued differ· 
ently (say, five CCntS a pound or more) by a significant propor!ion of con-
sumers. It mayor may not be true that tht $CCond Step changes the gn.des 
as define<:l by the first step. 
Before bc:ginning work on step one. Ihe researcher is faced wi lh a 
crucial problem. This is one of sekx:ring the cri ttTia by which ro separate 
the tOial populalion of (block) !xef in to gndes or groups for testing. 
Separation should prdenbly be: by those: objective and subjective criteria 
which can be readily ustd in commerci~l pract ice. The present federal 
grades should first be used' ~s criteria. If the grading systems now in lise: 
prove unsatisfactory, then a search shollid be made for other crileria. 
Other criteria have been suggested ~t vlrious times. These include 
physical measurements-carcass length and weight, age of animals, fced· 
ing practices, and breeding. At present, there is insulJ".ciem evidence to 
indiate whethct or not these grading criteria might be more safis12ctory 
than the criteria now used. If the present grading cri teria were shown to 
be: lInsatis12ccory, a long and difficult research task might be required to 
discover a better grading crireria for beef. G rading cri teria which facil-
itate identification all the way from the consumer cut to the live animal 
would be: most adV2nrageous. ' 
The first step involves the usc of techniques that will detetmine the 
degree of discrimination abili ty of consumers among 2 large sample of 
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unilS ""jlbin dl( group or "grade" lind the degree of d iscrimin:uion 
among units of differem groups, orJ" rades". 
There appean [0 be no publish research concerning consumets' at-
ing preferences or discrimination among gndes of beef. While a consider-
able Iiter.lture is avail:.thle concerning discrimination [(STS on various foods, 
including mcns. in the bbor-nory, there have been few ::memplS [0 (X· 
tend these to large consumer samples. However, Ihis lircnrure is useful 
beaus.:: (1) considerable labor-nory lesting is useful. and (2) experience 
with labontory pand testing should aid in the dcvclopmcJ'lt of consumer 
[(Sling [«hniques. There appear to be deAn it.: research economies in the 
usc of I2bonlory panels instead of large consumer panels for some: dis-
crimination teSling. Approximate indiC::lIions of consumer di5(rim;n1lion 
can be inferred from small l~boralOry panels. Since sensory di5(rimination 
is believed 10 be a much leu vari~b!e faCtor ~mong individuals than pref-
erences, discrimination ability may be inferred more readily than prefer-
ences from small panel teslS. This preliminary 5(reening in the laboratory 
not only is chelper but also provides ~ variety of controls which are not 
feasible with consumer teSling. Of course, the fin~l testing of the grade 
system should be with large consumer samples. 
V~rious CKperimemal designs and methods of aMlysis have been 
used in laboratory di5(rimination resrs"· '0. " Sensory discrimination tests 
may be illusuated simply by a description of the triangle or trio test. 
Three s~mples of a food are tasted by each judge. Two of these samples 
are alike "" hile the third is presumably diffe rent. J udges are asked 10 
identify the differenr sample. Various controls are used to eliminate visual 
differences, differences in cooking or tempcnture from test to tCSt, and so 
forth. The degree to which the proportion of successes in a series of repli. 
cateS exceeds ch~nce is a measure of the degree of discriminable sensory 
di fferences. 
Othcr methods of comparative judgmenrs have been used besides rhe 
trio for measuring discrimination. The paired eomp~rison method in-
volves an expression of preference or ~n ev:aluarion of degree of difference: 
(e.g., A is more tender than B) berwecn rwo prodw:::u ~t a time. V~riOU$ 
pairs of several products or grades may be compared ""'0 ar a time. lbc: 
analysis estimatcs degree of discrimination on the basis of the consistency 
of responses." Other methods include the rating or ranking of productS 
by preferences Of by some evaluation scale. Analysis of v:arianee and orner 
methods of analysis arc then used to determine whether the various prod-
UCtS were scored or ranked signifiandy different. Various designs such as 
incomplete blocks an be used to &cilitate comparison of several groups 
or "grades".u,,, Both the trio and the pair techniques have been used 
quite genet:Jlly. 
The "Single stimulus" method of obtaining consumer ratings of only 
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one s~mple at ~ny one lime has been used less frequenrly. This [es[ is 
more simihr to home consumption than the "comparative judgmenrs" 
merhod and may, perhaps, obtain more realisric results as far as preference 
and aCCeptanCe results are concerned. ", ,. More compandve testing of 
these methods is required before they can be properly evaluated. Discrim. 
ination may exist even when acceptance score means arc not significantly 
different beColuSC ratings by consumers with differing preferences Coln have 
a compensating influence on the means." lr seems highly probable that 
the pair and trio rechniques arc sufficiently accurate for testing the effi· 
ciency of beef grading criteria. 
The techniques JUS! outlined should be sufficient for defining the 
mmimum width of grades according to the objectives stated previously. 
The preference researcher will then wish to study consumers' preferences 
in rehrion to those grndes to determine the maximum width of grades 
thar may be obtained without giving rise to intra.grade differences in 
valuation by a significant proportion of consumers. In this second Step, 
various organoleptically homogeneous grades must be compared to dercr-
mine if a sufficiently large proportion of consumers have sufficien tly strong 
preferences to prevent the combining of two or morc grades. The arbi-
trary criterion previously suggcsted WlS: at least one·fourth of (onsum~rs 
must value any given grade of beef retail cut 1T leas! five ccnts per pound 
differently than any oth~r grade. 
Ther~ apparently arc no rechniques for solving precisely these v~lua· 
tion problems. An estimation of the approximatc price differentials associ· 
ated with a consumer's prefercnces may be obtained by interview or sales 
tests. Difficulties with these methods make it doubtful rhat completely 
accuute answers of long.run significance may be thus obt~ined, though the 
teChniques ate being improved. The experiences of Garnau and others 
indic~te th~t useful approximations can be obtained. This rype of resting 
may sometimes be combined with the sensory discrimination testing. 
However, care needs ro be taken to ensure that one rest docs not bia~ the 
results of the other test.'" ,. 
Intra-gude hQmogeneity and inter.gr~de heterogeneity in flalut to 
consumer buyers was set as the standard for determining rhe grading 
system. T hese tests of value can be conducted without prior testing of 
sensory discrimination. It might be argued that sensory discrimin2tion 
testing is unnecessary. In the present stage of marketing research meth· 
ods, it is believed that discrimination testing is essentiaL CQnsumer pte· 
ferences for commodities like beef mUSt be b~sed upon e~ting experience. 
The writers have provided small panels of consumers with pairs of steaks 
and have ~sked which steak was preferred and how much more per pound 
would be paid fQr it. It is not uncommon for that "preference" tQ be re-
versed when consumers later receive a duplicate p~ir of steaks. It is easy 
for consumers to imagine eating differences but real sensory differences 
large cnough to bo: detected consistently are prerequisite to any meaning-
ful imerprention of consumer eating "preferences." 
The theoretical section on grading dealt nor only with the problem 
of the number and the boundaries of gndes but also with the "groupings" 
of consumer preferences. It was stated that a rank-ordering set of grade 
names was clearly justified only when all consumer preference maps were 
idenri(11 and consistent for all uses. By relating prefetences to certain pria 
rdationships, it is possible to determine whether or not consumer pre-
ferences are approximately similar. For example, if some respondents pre-
fer grade A to grade B when A is priced the same Ot slightly higher 
than B while other respondents prefer grade B to grade A when B is 
priced the same or slightly higher than A, t~en the '·preference maps" 
of these respondents are dissimibr. On the other hand, it might be found 
that almost all consumers prefer a given grade at a artain price relation· 
ship and prefer another grade at another price relationship. The "prefer-
ence maps" of these consumers are similar within the relevant range, at 
least (s~ Case III ). 
Recapitubtion 
It is assumed that: (I) in an ideal grading system all unirs within a 
grade should have the same value for any given consumer while units in 
different grades should have different values; (2) condition (I) should be 
true for most consumers though nOt necessarily for all consumers; (3) 
an important (and relatively untried) empirical method of aiding in rhe 
research determination of value similarities and dissimilarities is the so:n-
$Ory discrimination resr. 
Several important questions connected with a grading system are: 
(1) what should bo: the grade boundaries and how many grades should 
thete be? (2) should the grade names be rank-ordering l (3) what are the 
optimum price telatlonships among grades, given consumer preferences 
and the production possibilities? Six sets of assumptions about consumer 
preferences and production possibilities are enumerated. 
The theoreri(11 analyses of the six cases are based on the assump-
tions ourlined above. Methods of empirical analysis are described which 
are relared very directly to these assumptions and the theoretical analysis. 
The nature of certain empirical methods of sensory testing are briefly 
explained and inuoductory references are given. 
No position has been taken on the welfare implications of grading 
for various elements in the economy except to state that the basing of 
value differences upon real differences from the consumer viewpoint in 
the eating characteriStics of a food is surely one essential condition for a 
grading system which promotes efficient satisfaction of consumer prefer-
ences. 
Laboratory Tests of Eating Differences 
INTRO D UCTION 
V~lue homogeneiry is ~ necess1ry condition for consumer gndes of 
muimum usefulness. Sc:n50ry homogeneity m~y not be ~ necessary condi· 
tion for value homogeneiry, but it is ~ useful first approximation. 
This section repores on comparisons of the degree of sensory homo-
genei ty of loin sted.:s compared within and between cert~in feder:tl 
grades. tt These sensory comp~risons were m~de by a small group of 
judges under bboratory conditions, Laboncory conditions permit control 
of many variables which might affect sensory diS<:riminarions. However, 
they are nOI re.llistic home consumption conditions and a small selected 
panel of judges is not a representative sample of consumers. 
What is the justification for using laboutory panels for this prob-
lem? The tWO advantages are: economy of research as compared with 
mass consumer panels, and the ability to control e:t tnneous variables in 
t2sting. It is imporranr co measure the effoXls of variation in grade which 
are uncomplicated by variations in cooking, seasoning, erc. In genu:!.l, 
l:!.bor:arory p1nel and consumer panel results should be similar and cumub· 
rive. However, as implied before, inference of l~boratory results to consum· 
ers is hampered to an unknown e:ttem by the possible effects of cooking, 
seuoning, :lnd other v:uiables in the household situ2tion. Therefore, these 
labontory testS are considered:ln essenti:ll forerunner to, but not a substi. 
tute for, large consumer p1nel experimenlS. 
The necessity of conrrol within re:lliStically nUTOW toler:lnces of 
numerous vari:lbles such u areass weight, degree of doneness, and trim-
ming of ste:lk samples forces the experimenter to choose the p:lrticular 
level :It which 10 control C:lch variable. Ide:llly, experiments would Ix 
run at elch of several levels for each of the V:lriables. Since limitations of 
resources prohibited such a comprehensive approach, the panicubr level 
for control which seemed most relevant '\I,'U choSl:fl . For example, Clrnss 
weight for most experimentS with P:lnd 2 wis controlled at ~~5 to 605 
pounds because it is a middle weight group that is quite plentiful in the 
market. Certain other levels should certainly Ix tested. The relder should 
nOte cuefu lly the p1rticular controls :!.nd procedures used in these experi-
ments in CV:llu:!.ting the impJic:lt ions of the results. 
PILOT ST UDY -PAN EL I 
l ni ti:ll Hypo thesis and Method of Atrack 
The initial hypothesis wu: the ability of a laboratory p1ncl to dis-
crimin:!.!e betWeen cooked samples of ste~k from different carcasses is:l 
tt~""""""''' 0. .. «1 bcfote ,.,. dioioic<> oleo... .. <tci>l &<>do in., Com ... «W .. d Sc...brd 
",.,....Jw-.o 1. 19'6. 
no. .,.,.... ...... " _ cIai&n«I bJ ,ho ."' ...... """",. ~ p<O< ................... ..,..,.! lor"", bJ Scil B. Wil .... fonllJ """" __ D. 1. Ihd,. 1. D. _"'h .... ~ ~ He<>dt;,; ....... A. M. N...u ..... 
H, II. H<dnck. o.-.! Lett Mllwa. 
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function of the "dist~ncc:" as to federal c:ucass grade andlor weight be-
tween the carC:.l.sses eompared. For example, it h:.ls nther traditionally 
been assumed that pand discrimination betw~n carcasses from non-adja-
cent grades would exceed that between carcasses of adjacent grades. Simi-
larly, it has been assumed thaI panel discrimination between c .. tasses of 
the same grade but of greatly 'different weights would exceed that be· 
tween carcasses of the same grade: and similar weights. 
The method used ro [CSl Ihis hypothesis is beST cxphinc:d by refer-
ring to Figure 9. A detailed cross-classification by grade and weight in-
duded a range in afQSS weights and the four tOP fedcr:l.J grades by thirds 
of a grade. The in itial carcass weight dass midpoint was ~rbitrarily set 
at 840 pounds and succeeding weight midpoints were each approximately 
20 percent less than the preceding one. The numbered cells in Figure 9 
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Fig. 9-Gride ~nd weight d."ificuion chart. 
were used in this pilot test. The method of comprison involved the pair. 
ing of a g iven cell with several other cells at varying "distances." For 
example, cell 1 was compared successively with cells 2, 3, and 4. Celli 
was also paired successively with cells 8, 9, and 13 while cel l 16 was com· 
pared with cells D , 8, and 2. For each of the retail CUtS usc.:!, 15 com-
parisons of one cell with three other cells were made plus three compari-
sons of one Cell wirh twO other cells. Details as (0 all the comparisons 
made across grades, across weights, and across both grades and weights 
are found in the summary of results, Tables 13 and 14. 
Experimental Proced ures 
T op round and loin steaks were selected as the CUtS to be tested. 
Twenty hindquarters were purchased from commercial pcket$. Each hind-
quarrer was of the weight and grade specifications of a cell indicated in 
Figure 9. H ot carcass weights were used wi lh a maximum weight toler· 
ance of 3 percen t around the midpoint. The only faLlure 10 meer these 
weight specifications was the use of a carcass weighing 401 pounds for 
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the 380 class. Sdections were from carcasses stamped or rolled by federal 
graders. In addition, the determination that a carcass w:ol$ in the appropri-
ate third of a grade was made by a representative of the University MeltS 
Section. Usually this determination of the one·chird grade was also made 
by the federal grader, though in a few instances a grader was not availa· 
ble. Only steers or heifers were accepted. 
All hindquarters were aged at 38 Q F according to the dilferential 
time schedule for grades as shown in Table I. This schedule was chosen 
TABLE I •• AGING SCHEDULE IN DAYS F ROM n ME OF SLAUGHTER 
R. 
Car<:a5S , 
'" 
'"' 
'" .. , 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" '"' 
,-. 
" 
,-. ,-. 
" 
,-. ,-. 
" '"' 
,-. 
on the premise that it bore a fair resemblance to wmmercial pra({Ke. 
After aging the hindquarters wert broken down into the various 
primal curs with the short loins and rounds being CUt to provide the ex-
perimental steaks. Seven round steaks, each cut one inch in thickness, 
were used for the discrimination tests alJd an additional st~-ak cut one and 
one-half inches in thickness was used fot the shear determinations and 
for the chemical analysis. All external fat was removed from the steaks. 
The tenderloin muscle and ventral, vertebral processes were removed 
from the shorrloins. Fiftec:n steaks were cut from each shortloin and num-
bered consecutively beginning with the pin bone steak. The first steak 
was used for chemical analysis and the last for shear tests. All these steaks 
were cut three· fourths inch thick except for the shear st(..-:l.k which was 
cut 1.5 inches thick. 
The steaks were individually wrapped in laminated freezer paper, 
frozen at _10° F for 24 hours, and stored at O· F until used. While there: 
was some variation in the length of time the steaks were stored, io 00 
case did the storage period exceed 10 weeks and generaliy was considen-
bly less before the ste2ks were prepared for the taSte panel. 
The steaks were placed in a 380 F cooler and allowed to thaw for 24 
hours immediateiy prior to cooking. The gas broiler was preheated to a 
temperature of ;50· F (177 0 C). The broiler temperature during cooking 
was recorded potentiometrically. Steaks were placed 5.~ inches from the 
flame and cooked to well done. Degree of doneness was determined by 
length of cooking period and internal appearance. The steaks were indi. 
vidually weighed before and after cooking. Seasoning was nOt used in pre· 
paring the steaks. 
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Fig. 10-Trimming of Loin sleaks fa. t:l.sling. "A" .t"Ks "'ere 
from nO-FOund G ood caross and "8" scuks from 320·pound 
Commercial. 
The same grade and weight (ampulsons were made for bOlh cop 
round and loin ste:.l.ks. The comparisons of (he loin steaks were com· 
pleted before starring on the round steaks. The panel tCStS were made at 
:5:00 p.m. daily for approximaleiy six weeks. The order of lasting [he \P,lr;· 
ous comparisons was arbit[uiiy determined. 
The AAABB (three·two) discrimination test W:.iS used for the ma-
jOfiry of comparisons. This [CSt consists of five samples derived from cwo 
steaks. Three samples wcre identical and were from a single steak and the 
two olher samples were also presumed identical being from the second 
steak in the comparison. The five sam ples were presented in undom 
order on a warm porcdainr,lare. The judge'S ability to discriminate was 
measured by his success or ailure to determine which three samples we!C: 
alike. 20 The probability of successful discrimination by guessing is only 
one in ten. When a readily delectable difference exists, only a few judg. 
ments are required to obtain statistically significant results. Therein lies 
the chief advantage of this test. However, there was some apprehension 
as to the problem of testing five samples from the standpoint of fatigue 
of the tasting p:me! so some trio comparisons were also made as checks 
(Table 14). 
Two tOP round steaks or four loin steaks were used for each com· 
parison. Steaks were from the same positions on the rounds and loins com· 
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Fig. lI _ Diag .... m showing where core samples were taken for ,hearing test. 
pared. Each judge received samples from the same relative position on 
the steaks compared throughout the experiment (Figure 10). 
Tasting was by five male faculty members of the University meus sec-
don. Panel members were cognizant of the general nature of the investiga-
tion. Tasting sessions were conducted in a laboraTOry adjacent to the sample 
preparadon room. J udges tasted in individual booths, which were dark-
ened to eliminate appearance as a variable, insofar as possib!e. Communi· 
cadon among judges during tas ting was not allowed. Water and small 
squares of white bread were used berween tastings at the option of the 
judges. J udges refrained from smoking for at least 30 minutes prior to 
tasting. Three comparisons were presented at each tasting session. 
Steaks used for the shear determinations were cooked TO well done. 
One-inch cores were taken from the medial, anter and lateral positions 
of the longissimus dorsi muscle of loin steaks. Three one-inch cores we~ 
taken from the tOP round steaks, twO from the semimembranous muscle 
and one from the abductor musele. Shear determinations were made from 
each core sample while the samples were at serving temperawre. Each 
core was cut in half and shear determinations were made from each half. 
(Figure U). 
Results of Panel I 
It total of 145 of the 367 attempts to discriminate by the three-rwo 
design were successful. Percentage of discriminations for rounds was 41.9 
and for loins 37.4. A total of 133 of the 236 attempts to discriminaTe by 
the tTio design were successful. Percenrage of discrimin:uions for rounds 
was 43.4 and for loins was 70.2. 
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The: results of the three-two design compare closely with those: of 
the !fio when the pectem of successes above chance is computed. That 
percentage was 32.8 for the threc-two and 34.6 for the trio.t Thus, 
whether or not the thr~·two design was more f1!iguing, panel accuracy 
apparendy MIS no! affected. 
The null hypothesis was thaI the proportion of eating discr imina· 
tions between stC::.lk samples by a bborawry panel was not a funCtion of 
the weight or grade "distance" between those samples. As indin[<:d by 
the detailed results in Appendix Tables 13 lnd 14, the results are largely 
consistent with this null hypothesis. A summary of the results in Table 2 
T"BLE 2 - -
ROUNDS 
16/22 or 72.H' 
1l/24 or 45.8% 
10/26 or 38.5% 
10/30 or 33.3% 
corn, 
5/ 25 or 20.0'l. 
U !ZS or 56.0% 
12/30 or 40 .0% 
11/40 Or 42.5% 
indica!(:s that discrimination appeued to be a positive function of weight 
distance for loins, but a negative function for rounds. For comparisons 
involving differences in gndes and in both gnde and weight proportions 
of discriminations were not different for adjoining cells and not-ad joining 
cells. Except for the loins of differem weights, the over-all patcern of 
results was definitely coosistem with the null hypothesis. 
There was a little associuion between round and loin results for 
individual comparisons. Of the 37 comparisons by the three-two design 
involving both rounds and loins, significant discrimination was found in 
the following: 9 round alone, 9 loin alone, 12 both round and loin, and 
7 neither. Of the 12 compcarisons with the trio design, the following were 
significant: 9 loin done, 1 round alone, and 2 neither. (Table 13-14). This 
suggeStS that a carcass grade might not obtain eating homogeneity with-
in both the loin and round cuts even if it did so for one or the other. 
Identificarion 
There have been attemprs ro measure differences between products 
by asking a panel to identify them by name." J udges were asked. to 
tU~ns ,he fo<m"1o C.! (O.E) .... ~ C _ p<t«!'! -=.bo>e clw>«. 0 _ obt<fo,td pm",,! <»f"l"«l. , 
>tid E _ <X~ P""'"'' «>0""'" by ,hon«. Cf. N. T. Grid&<m=" 
, 
, 
" 
" 
" 
, 
, 
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Grade Identifications When 
Correct Grade was Prime 
- ---- ... 
Grade Idenllficatlons When 
Correct Grade Was Commercial 
.-
Prime H. eh. L. Ch. 
GRADE NAME GIVEN BY JUOOES 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
ROUND 
(N_46) 
\ROUND 
(N_64) 
Comm. 
29 
Fig. 12-PuC<':ntage di"riburion of grade idcnriftntion$ of Prime and Comrnu-
cial round$ 2nd loin$, Panel I . 
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classify the two alike bites in the trio (and the three alike in the three-
two) as to the grade and weight of thdr aucass origin . Heavy and light 
classifications of weight were used. The weight division was specified at 
~oo pounds as this placed an equal number of Grasses in each class. The 
names of all grades being tested were given the judges, including the faCt 
th:H Choice was either the high or low third of the grade. 
The ratio of correct and total idenrifications was computed for thOS/: 
tests in which the trio or three-{wo was solved correctly. The alike sam-
ples were to be identified; if unlike samples wue dassed as alike by t~ 
judge, then his identification of their grade and weight was meaningless. 
The proporrion of successful identifications was considerably greater for 
TIlBLE 3 • • 
Gndo 
wdght than for grade (Table 3). This reflects the '0 percenr probability 
of guessing the weight correctly compared to the 20 percenr probability 
of guessing the grade correctly. T he proportions of successful identifi. 
ations significantly exceeded chance for the weight and grade dassifio-
tions in the three-two tests and for the grade classification in the trio 
tests. However, it is apprent that the proportions of successful identifi_ 
cations were only slightly above chance. Even when trained judges were 
able to discriminate between alike and unlike steak samples, They ordi-
narily could not ide:ntify the gnde or wdghr of the arcasses from which 
the samples ame. The incorrect identifications did cluster to some extent 
around the correct grade: though the scatter was surprisingly great (Figure 
12). 
Commercial loins were erroneously idenrified only twO times as High 
Choice and zero times as Prime in a total of 68 idenrifications. Commer-
cial rounds were erroneously identified as High Choice six rimes and as 
Prime four times in a total of 64 idenrifications. However, Prime loins 
were erroneously ide:ntified as Good eight limes and as Commercial four 
times in 52 tries. Prime rounds were erroneously ide:ntified as Good cleven 
times and as Commercial nine times in 46 cries. 
Shear ResulC$ 
Mean shear values for tOp round and loin steaks by grade are indi-
cated in Table 4. Variation in shear values among gndes was nor signi-
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ficant. Round steak shur v:alues very significantly exceeded Join ste:ak 
shear v:alues. 
TABLE 4 --
N , 
" 
Chemical Composition 
Me:an percennges of moisture and inrr.a.muscular fat for tOp round 
and loin steaks by gude are indicated in Table ,. In gener~I, the lower 
the gnde the less the far comem and the greater the moisture coment, 
though the lute! relationship Wl$ wa.k. Top round ste:l.ks had very sign-
incantly more moisture and less fat than loin steaks. 
TABLE 5 '0 c"," STEAKS 
No. of 
• 12.28 2.69 U. 16 12.49 
• 13.10 2038 .. .., 10.4) eo. 
"" .. 
, 73.43 2.83 10.32 UO 
Averace 
"'" 
• 74.2~ 1.37 11 .62 50$0 Anrace 
Commercial , 74.40 1.$8 70. 40 7.61 
lnter-rel :ations of Descrip tive Measures 
The products tested had been described or measured in terms of car-
cass gnde. carnss weight. mean shear value, percenage of moisture eon-
tent , and percCflage of fat content. Simple correlations were calculued 
among $(:',·enl of these me:l.sures to <;Ietermine their inter-relatedness. The 
conndence limits are given in Appendix T:able 1'. The smail N (20) 
leads to very wide conndence limits, unfortunately. 
Simple correbtion coefficients signinc:antly gre:ater th:an zero were 
found between c:arcass gr:ade and moisture for both rounds :and loins :and 
between carc:ass weight :and f:at for both rounds and Joins. Coefficients 
signincanrly less th:an zero were found betw«cn carcass grade and &r foe 
Joins, between ca.rC1l$S weight and shear for loins and betw«cn carcass 
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weight and moisture for both loins and rounds. Neither the population 
nor the sample of carcasses was adequately defined even {hough {here was 
a certain randomness of selenion. T herefore, the "(onficiencc limits" do 
not necessarily tepresem 95 percent probability limits. 
PAN EL 11 
ExpcrimcncaJ Procedures 
The results of the Pand I led {O an expansion of the study in P:.md 
JI. The initial hypothesis was modified into two parts. Stated in a null 
hypothesis form they WCtc: (1) discriminHion among steak samples of 
twO non-ldjacent gr.td~ does not c:xceed discrimination :.omong steak s:un· 
pies of the same grade; (2) discrimination among steak samples of tWO 
non-adjaecm weigh! groups within a grade does not exceed discrimma-
tion among steak samples of the same weight group. 
The number of different products was reduced while the number of 
alike producls was greatly increased. The size of the taste panel was in· 
creased and minor changes in procedure were made. 
It was deemed advisable to lest only one CUt in this second panel 
in order to maximize the number of Cattle to be represented in ~ch prod-
uct cell. The short loin could be fitted into the experiments mOfe ~sily. 
Moreover, the wide retail price spread of shorr loins by grades suggested 
Ihal the greatest differences by grades in eating sltisfaction were likely 
10 be in Ihis CUI. 
Twenty shon loins from 20 cattle In each of the four top federal 
grades were purchased. These 80 loins were from carcasses grading in the 
lower Ihird of the grade, as determined by the methods used for Panel I, 
and weighing 55~ ro 605 pounds. Only sfcers or heifers were accepted. 
To provide produCts for resting the inBuence of Cltcass weight upon 
discrimination, 20 short loins were purchased in the weight range 480 to 
HO and 20 in the range 650 to 710. All these loins were in the low 
Choice gnde. Proec<lurcs in aging, curting, and freezing wac the ~me as 
in the previous panel. 
A home economics faculty member with taSting experience was 
added to the five judges that comprised Panel I. A panel or six inexperi. 
enced male studenrs also was employed 10 taste. The tWO panels met 
separately bur tasred parallel samples so that their results could be com-
pared and combined. 
Thawing, cooking, and tasting were conducted as described previous-
ly, except for these differences. Degree of donenC5S was reduced to medi-
um well done. In practice, this was interpreted to mean that cooking was 
terminated as soon as all Internal pink color w.lS gone. 
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She:aI ste:aks were CUt and cooked :as for Panel I. Pro"imate anllysis 
was not obtlined as the e:o;pense for 50 many samples did not appear 
justified. 
Three loin steaks were used for each comparison. T wo adjoining 
steaks were cut from one loin and one steak from the same relative posi. 
tion from another loin. Each judge received bites (rom the same relative 
poSition on Ihe compared steaks throughou( the e:o;perimcm. These 
locations were Sel«led by me:ans of nndom numbers. The three-two tCSt 
was replaced by the trio (or the following reasons. The latter hn bttn 
widely used and found satisfactory while little is known about the diffi· 
culties (psychologiol and physioJogial) of the relatively new three-two 
test . Moreover, the increased number of samples in this second panel 
made less important the low probability of chance successes of the three· 
tWO lest. 
Each judge received three samples. Each sample vns from a different 
steak. The use of 1910 samples (rom the same steak could possibly have 
aided discrimination by providing various eKtrancous clues such as (he 
degree of doneness or thickness of samples. 
Twelve stC1ks from each loin were used in the taste tesling. The 20 
loins in Ihe Prime cdl were randomly paired wilh Ihe 20 in the Good 
cell; the Choice were paired With the Commercial, and the Large (6~(). 
710 pounds) Choice were paired with the. Small (480-'10 pounds) Choice. 
Si:o; ste:aks from each luin were used in these btlU.~tn cell comparisons. 
Within cell comparisons were also made. Ten loins in (:lch cell were 
r:andomly paitc:d with the ten other loins and six s{(:lks from each loin 
were used in these comparisons. 
A sampk (or (:lch of the si:o; judges on I given panel was cut from 
ellch Stelk. Since three steaks provided sufficient trio samples for one of 
the 1910 pands, the 12 steak$ available from the tWO compared loins pro· 
vided twO trios for each panel. Every loin wu compared with :a loin of 
another cdl and with a loin within its cell. Every such comparison of 
tWO loins involved tWO trios by c:ach of the 12 judges. A maximum coW 
of 24 trius measured the abil ity of judges 10 discriminate ber",·een every 
comparison of loins. A maximum total of 480 trios meuured the ability of 
the judges to discriminate between tWO cdls such as Prime and Good. It. 
muimum total of 240 trios measured discrimination within c:ach of the 
six cells. These maximum totals were not enti rely fulfilled because of a 
few absences. 
Si" trios were served per day ro each panel five days a we<:k. Occas-
ionally, however, eight trios were served to the ine:o;perienced student 
panel in order to complete resting before the end of the school yc:ar. The 
$tudcnr panel tUted before lunch at 11 :30 l .m. while the faculty panel 
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taSted at 5:00 p.m. The inexp<:rienced p~nd did several days of prelimi. 
. . 
nHy pncnce tasting. 
The order of tasting the various comparisons was randomized sub. 
ject to the following restrictions: 
I. the order for each panel was the same: 
2. the three grade comparisons were distributed evenly throughout 
the p<:riod so that fatigue, learning, or other time factors would 
not affect comparability of results. 
The assigning of codes to the triO samples was randomized subject 
TO !hese resuictions: 
I. every code number was correct an equal number of times; 
2. the tWO replicates of a given pair of loins did not have the same 
correct code number. 
Panel 11 Resu lts 
The percentages of the trio tests that were successfully solved are 
indicated in Tables 6 and 7. The number of judges with signifinm pro-
portions of discriminations for vuious groups of tests :ue indicated in 
Table 8. The propon:ions of discriminations for the v:.l.rious pairs of loins 
are indicated in Table 9. The analysis of shear values is summarized in 
Table 10. The purpose of the discussion is to present these varied aspe<cs 
of the panel results and to interpret their signifinnce for the hypothesis 
being tested. 
Total planned trio comparisons were 2880. There were 102 absences, 
and 2678 trio tests were given. Toral discriminations were 1354, giving 
50.% p<:rcent successes for all groups compared. Approximately 2~ per. 
cem discrimination was no! explained by chance. 
The percentages of discriminations on the average berween and with· 
in grades and weights were substantially the same. The proportion of 
total discriminations for tests btlwetn grades was only 3.90 p<:rcent greater 
than the proportion for tests within a grade. This small difference was 
not significant statistically. Even if this difference were significant in a 
statistiol sense, it is much tOO small to provide convinCing evidence that 
grading had differentiated between products with noticeably different eat· 
ing characteristics. 
The proportion of trio discriminations within the large and Small 
Choice groups actually exceeded the proportion of discriminations be· 
tween those gtoUps. Therefore, this provides no evidence to disprove the 
null hypothesis that discrimination was no greater between cuoss weight 
groups th~n within them. 
The p<:rcenuges of discriminations between and within vanous grades, 
as indicated in Table 7 varied somewhat from the mean figures of Table 
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TAB LE 8 •• P ERCENTAGE OF SUCCESS"D'Q!~~~~~~;:::~e;GRADES 
42 . 51 
4S.1S 
49.14 
50.88 
4U5 
48.1"1 
6. The deg~ of disaiminalion found bet""ec:n ,he Choice and Commer· 
clal gndes was somewhlf greater Ihan that within the Choice gtade but 
was less than that within the Commercial gtade. However. the propor· 
tion of dis,rimination~ between Choice and Commercial did nOI signi. 
ficandyexceed the proportion within the Choice gr~de. The '7.68 per· 
cent discrimin:uion between Prime and Good grades for both panels 
significantly exceeded {he 47.2' percent discrimination wirhin {he Good 
grade but did not significanTly exc<."C:d the '0.87 percent discrimination 
within the Prime Gr:ade. There was no difference for the expedence<! 
panel in proponions of discriminations between and within the Prime 
and Good grades. Howt"ver. rhe inexperienced pand had a signifiaamly 
greater percentage of discrimination between Prime and Good than wilh· 
in either the Prime or Good grades. 
The inexperienced studenr panel had a greater proportion of dis· 
criminations than the experienced faculty panel for every comparison 
except one. In general, the resul ts of the panels were quite parallel. How. 
ever, the difference in discrimination percenlages of the inexperienced 
panel belween the Prime·Good comparison and rhc Good·Good com· 
parison was a negative 21.'2 while the differencc for ·,he e~perienccd 
panel was a positive 0.90. This 2U2 percenl difference for the inexperi. 
enced panel IS the only diffcrcnce which forcefu lly eontradicts the gmk 
null hypothesis. While this difference should be even greater in an idcal. 
grading system, gtading wu apparenrly partially effcctive in delineating 
inter·gracie organolept ic differenccs. 
TABLE 1 BY 
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Twelve judges n:sted eacl;1 comparison. ElCh judge tasted 40 trios in 
e:tch of the between-group comparisons and 20 trios in e:lch of the with-
in-group comparisons. The relation of successes to attempts for each 
judge was investigated to determine whether or not he: had discriminated 
significantly. As indicated In Table 8, the number of judges who failed 
to discriminate: signifiondy for particular compuison varied from 3 10 to. 
T his number is related to the: aggregate: percentage of discriminations, 
since both are measures of the same: data. Those comparisons in which 
percenrage of discriminations wefe: below :;;0 WCfe: the same comparisons 
in which seven or morc judges failed to discriminate significantly. 
TABL E 8 __ VAIUOUS SlomFICANCE 
, , , 
" Prime _ Good , , , 
" Prime - Prime , • 
, 
" Good - Good • • • " Large Choice - Sm.a.ll ChOice , , • " Lar,e Choice - Large Choice • 
, 
• " Small Choice _ Small Choice • • • " 
A basic rest of the modified null hyporhesis is the ratio of the num-
ber of loin pairs between which there was significanr discrimination ro 
rhe total loin pairs. These actual ratios are indicated in Table 9. The 
ratios which could be expecred if the grading were ideally effective are 
indicated for comparison with rhese actual ratios. The reader will recall 
rhat discriminations within a grade depart from rhe ideal unlm con-
sumers attach no economic significance ro the intra-grade differences. 
likeWise, loins with sensory differences sufficiently great to cause con-
sumers to offer different prices for them shou ld be classified in different 
grades. T hus, all 20 pairs of Choice and Commercial loins should have 
been discriminated between in an ideally effective grading syStem. But 
only seven of the 20 (nirs of the Choice and Commercial, or 3' rercent, 
in this test were discriminated between. Likewise only seven 0 the 20 
pairs of Large and Small Choice loins were discriminated between. Eleven 
of the 20 pairs of Prime and G ood loins were discriminated between. 
As a corollary to segregaTing different products. There should be few or 
no discriminations between loins o f the same grade. The Good grade 
came closest to this ideal with only 2 of 10 pairs of loins discriminated 
between. The Commercial grade was fartheST from the ideal with 7 of to 
pairs found to be different. 
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TABLE 9 •• NUMBER OF SIGNInCANT DlSCRlMlNATIO:iS BETWEEN LOIN 
"ctoal 'Ideal' 
~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~-'~-'~'--'''~'"Oc' ---''~'~",' ChoICe _ Commerclal 
Choice - Cho!c~ 
" 
tests .. toIal. 
Shear Values 
Six measurements of thc force rC9uired (0 shear cooked steak cores 
of one inch diameTer WiTh a Warncr·Bratzier Shear weTe madc for evcry 
loin used in rhe taste rests. 
The 120 shear measurements per grade for the six gTOUpS were ana· 
lyzed by an analysis of variance to determine the effecrs of grouping up" 
on shear variation. As indkarcd in Table 10, the mean shear valucs of 
Commcrcial, Good, Choice and Small Choice Significantly exceeded the 
mean value of Prime. :j:j: Thar is, significantly less pounds pressure wert' 
re9uired TO shear a core of cooked Prime loin steak than of {he Olher 
grade groups lisred, Both Large Choice and Small Choice had significantly 
smaller shear values than Choice" Good, and CommerciaL This signifiqnt 
difference within the Choice grade between the orcas! Weighl! is surpris. 
, ... 
Choice 
21.76 
21.37 
12.07 
10.25 
17.41 
17.38 
12.44 
13.n 
0.~9 
0.50 
4.44 ' 
2.96 ' 
.. ., 
5.03 ' 
3.55' 
4,94 ' 
3.46 ' 1.48 
USisn;!ic. nce woo weul"o.! on ,he bosi, '" ;n""mo~;'I' of ..non«> 01 ,00 difr=n, <k«rm;"' ........ ",. 
pro; .... pp. ~·J9 ""n.. p,obJ ... of M_ltipl. Com~'." .. " .. _op_bl,,,,," m, o..rnp' b, John W. Tukq 
01 PrincetOl' Un;"",,;,,, Tho: meu~' of , .. IiAn;"""'" of dilr<r<"", ...... "'" ..no .. PI;" of .. ..". wu 
based"p"" !hi, nun..rn",.'· 
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mg. h is interesting to nou~ th2t the g reatest variance of shcu values 
within a gnde was for Commercial (Table to). Commercial was also 
found to be the: mos! heterogeneous gndc in the: taste: [ests (Table 9), 
Analysis of variance by the double: classifications of grades and cores 
indicates thai both classifications were significam (Table: 11). However, 
an analysis of [he: components of variance: indicated that grades accounted 
for t 8.7 percent oflhc: total variance while corcs accounred for only 4.8 
p<:rcc:nt. The major PUt of the lotal variance: was not accounted for by 
grades, cores, or intcraction. t . 
TABL.£ 11 __ ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF SHEAR MEASUR£M£.'IoITS OF 120 
AmOl'll S~bcla .... 
G .... de. 
Cor •• 
Interactlon 
• , 2,641.19 ~&.O2 
528.26" 
283.01·' 
ShC'2r mC'2$UremCnIS have: nOt been shown to be rc:bted consistently 
to subjective me-asurements of tenderness in beef. Brarzler reports r's rang-
ing from 0.229 to 0.986." The v:ui~bility in these corrd~tions is probably 
influenced by v~r ious unstand1rdized variables in the me-at and the she-ar 
measurements and possible variability inherent in subjective ev~luations 
and in the shear machines.u 
Panel members in the present trio tests were instructed to use ~ny 
discernible sensoty differences in discriminating. To test the hypothesis 
that differences in tenderness were very important dues to successful dis-
crimination, The following analySiS was made. The percentage of trio suc-
cesses for each pair of loins compared was correlated with the difference 
in mean shear values of those twO loins. T hus, a high positive simple 
r would indicate that the brger the difference in shear values the higher 
was the proportion of discriminations. The associarion was found to be 
exceedingly weak. The r for all comparisons was only 0.109, and for com-
parisons between Prime and Good :oIIld between Choice and Commercial 
it was 0.127. Either tenderness differences were not an important guide 
to eating discrimination or the subjective and she1r measurementS of 
tenderness were not highly associated. The dat~ are inadequare co guide 
choice between the tWO inferences. 
The data indicate that shear values of 60 loins wete not significantly 
different for the Commercial, Good and Choice grades. This conclusion 
does not prove that tenderness as subj«tiflt'J evaluated by eating was nor 
different among those grades. Prime grade had a lower me-an shear value 
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th~n the other three grades though the differences were not very impres-
sive. A sheu difference of 5.03 pounds was found betwetn Prime and 
Good grades while a difference of 2.07 pounds was found between the 
first and second cores within all of the steaks. 
SUMMARY AN D CO NCLUSIONS 
I. Experimental Results 
The experiment:zl results indicate that eating characteristics of the 
120 tested loins were not closely rela ted to grade. Differences in n ting 
quality as indicated by successful discrimin:ttions were :zbout tbe same 
within grades as between them. 
While a number of experimenters have reported little association of 
specific caring qualities and grade, the impression of most researchers h:l.s 
been that there was some genera! association. ~7. '. ' .• The high accept. 
ance of federal grading in the marht and the differences in the prices of 
various grades arc evidence for the usefulness of the grading sys tem. 
Therefore, certain cautions against overgeneralization of these results must 
be set forth. 
The lim caution is that the results of the inexperienced panel on the 
Prime and Good comparison indicated some influence of grading on eat-
ing differences. The difference was much smaller than ideally desired bur 
it was significant. 
Second. the shear results showed the significant influence of grad· 
ing though again the influence was small. 
Third, the boundaries of the experiment should be respected. Meat 
Sllmples were taken from only rhe shordoin. Samples were cooked to well· 
done for the pilot panel and to medium·well-done for the second panel. 
Discnmin2tion might possibly have been easier if the steaks had been 
cooked to nrc. However, a large sampling study in S!. Louis indicated 
that most consumers did not eat steaks rare, so it seemed unrealistic to 
cook them rare" " Rather small samples of lean wen:: given judges. The 
judges may or m~y not have been ~ good representadon of Ihe consum-
ing population. While the carcasses were "randomly selected" within the 
gnde and weight definitions, they were hardly a random sample of any 
general carass population. The number of carcasses was larger than has 
been the case for most experiments of this nature, but it was an extremely 
small sample of the population. Cases have been reported in which 
panel discrimination results were not corroborated by consumer studies.'u 
The association of laboratory panel experiments and consumer discrim-
inadon panels needs further tesring. 
It has been suggested thar the research task of defining ideal con· 
sumer grades may be divided into tWO steps. The first step is to deter· 
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mine a SC t of gl'2des, (1lch of which is homogeneous, sensory-wiS(. The 
second step is to reduce: the result ing number of grades by combining oc 
broo.dening grades insofar :u beef units w;lhin a grade are valued approxi-
mately equally by mOSt, or all, consumers. 
As a first StCP, laboratory tests of a number of shorr loins graded by 
present fedenl ccitedl indicued thar these loins did not meet [he ide:ll of 
consumer Ending. Experimental work with a large: consumer panel is be-
ing conducted to retCS[ thcse fin dings at the consumer levd. It appeus 
possible: that use of Olh.:r grading criteria would give gndes which are 
closer [0 the ideal of sensory and value homogeneity. 
An effective gnding system would not be affected by changes over 
rime in pederenc.:s among grades. H owever, Changes in the prOductS-
regardless of whether introduced in the production, processing, or market· 
ing stages-may require changes in grades. For example, effective tenderi-
zation of bed would remove a major souree of heterogeneity. Such re-
moval might reduce the number of gl':ldes needed and/or change grade: 
boundaries. Likewise a greater deg~ of processing might reduce the need 
for Sl':Iding. 
II. I nterprerarion 
I. The au~hors do nOt Cjuestion the usefulness of gnding systems, 
per se, In our t<onomy. 
2. The rdative advanu~es of fedcral versus packer grading of beef 
are not affected by thIS research. 
3. The questions for research are these: 
(1) Can exist ing beef gr:lding systems be improved? 
(2) In what way on IXcf suding systems be improved? 
4. The theoretieal ideal indicates the path toward impro,·ement. 
Complete sacisf":retion of the Ldeal is probably unattainable. How· 
ever the ideal, if it is a proper one, can serve as a guidepost or 
bench-mark. Changes in grading systems are unfortunate unless 
they represent improvement. T here needs to be a standard by which 
the presence or absence of improvement can be determined. 
,. The e xperimental results Jllggest that the present grades depart 
considerably from the theore tical ideal. T he experimental limira-
tions to any stronger or broader inference have been developed in 
considerable deail above. 
6. Beef grading has become very important to the livestock and meat 
industry. By the same token, imprt11lmlmt of gl':lding is very impor-
ant 10 that same industry. If this improvement comes, it wi![ be 
by the constructive actions o f the lives tock and meat induStry 
based upon adequate and objective research. 
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METHODOLOGICA L APPEN DIX 
Discussion of Judge Accuncy 
" 
if is of interal to comp:uc the successes of the experienced and inex-
perienced panels. The inexperienced judges were chosen on the basis of 
their availability and willingness to raste; there was no pre-test to screen 
out those with lower proportions of discriminations. 
The B.3 percent discrimination ratio of the inexperienced panel was 
very signifiClintly grealer than the 47.7 percent discrimination ratio of the: 
experienced panel. Every individual on the inexperienced panel had a dis-
crimination rt tio exceeding the highest rado of the experienced panel. 
The range in the experienced panel w:u 42.9 to ~o.o pelcen!, while tnc-
range in the inexperienced panel was ~2 _ 1 to )6.3 percent_ 
Various factors possibly influenced the differences in judging accu-
racy. There is some evidence that the level of mociv1[ion affeclS the: plO-
ponion of successes. ,. The inexperienced group appearCd to be very inter-
ested in the tests. The experienced panel members, while doing I coo-
scientious job, were possibly somewhll fatigued from the prior tasting 
in the preliminary panel. The difference in ages of the panels posSibly 
influenced the difference in successes. However, one extensive review of 
the literature indicated quite inconsistent findings as to the influence of 
age on rasting ability. ' The average age of the experienced pand exceeded 
that of the inexperienced panel by approximately 20 years. 
It has been fa irly genecally believed that experience improves judg-
ing ability. ' Perhaps, motivation was more important than experience in 
influencing performance. It should be remembered thar a large pan r:i 
the ~ . 6 percenr difference ben,-een the two panels may have been doe to 
chance. 
Relation of Successful Discriminations to Confidence Level 
J udges were asked to indiClite the confiden« with which rhey made a 
decision on each test. The inexperienced pand was confident for a much 
greater proportion of the tests than was the experienced panel (Table 12). 
TABLE 12 __ 
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A sLgnific~lItly greater proportion of succcssful judgments were: made 
when judges were: "confident" than when they were no(. However, twO 
of {he six judges on each panel had a smaller proporcion of successful 
judgments when they were confident than when they wcn~ no[. The per-
centages of successes to failures for both pands at vuious confidence 
levels were as follows: confident 112.4, unsure 93.3, and guessing 89.2. 
Th<': small difference between success fidos in the unsure: and guessing 
categories indicates that thcr should be: combined. Percentages of suc-
cesses to failures for the experienced panel wc:re:: confident 109.3, unsu~ 
or guessing 85.6. For the: inexperienced pand the percentages were: confi-
dent 114.1, unsure or guessing 101.6. 
Although judges had some awuwess of when rhey had guessed and 
when rhey thoughr they had found a real difference, Ihis awareness W2S 
nor a good pr.:aictor of su«ess. Sue<:esses would probably have b.:en more 
highly rdated to confidence !.:vd if there had b.:en a greater ~nge in me 
diffaences which were test<:<l. Since the chance ~tio of succeS$ to failures 
is only 50 perct'nt, judgments were considerably better than chance even 
when iudges said they were guessing. This indicato:s the ddinile value of 
forc ing choices in rhese tests rather than allowing "no difference" an-
swers. If judgo:s had b.:en permitted to answer, "no differerlct''', wheneva 
they Slid they wee.: unsure, the resu]{s would hne indic:at<:<l considenbly 
less discrimination than was actually found. 
P osi tional o r Code Bias 
Some researchers have reporrro the discovery of a tendency for judges 
to sdect cerrain positions or codes more often than others." In the pre· 
sent experiments, samples were presented in a circle rather than in a line 
so rhar there was no distinctive positions except as indicHed by code: 
numbers. Each of the three code numbers in the trio resrs were presented 
and wen:: correct an equll number of rimes. The percentage of rimes each 
pair of numbers was designated as the l air by judges was as follows: 1 
and 2, 35.2%; I and 3, 32.6%; and 2 an 3, 32.2%. The difference in fre-
quency of sdecrion was not Significant. Differences in frequency of idt1lri· 
licarion were slightly smaller when the correct idenrifications were ex· 
cluded. Then::fore, code or positional influences did no! bias significantly 
rhe results of these tasring tests. 
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APPENDIX TABLE 13 •• SUCCESSES IN TKREE·1WO SAMPLE DlSCRlMlNAnON 
FOR CRADE AND WEICHT TOP ROUND AND LQN STEAKS, 
Ay. Pr l",e 
Ay. Prime ... 
Av. PM",e 84.0 u . • 
, 
Av. Prime no vi. , ,- , ,-
Av. Prim. 720 u. , ,- , • Av. Prl"'. 580 n . H!i~ Cholee 580 • 
, , ,
Av. Pr im. 580 n. Av. Cood 580 , 3" , , ,-
Av. Pr ime 410 U. H!i~ Choice 410 • 
, , ,-
Av. Prl",. no n. Low ChoICe 470 , • 
, , 
Hlell CIIolee 720 U. Low Cholet 580 • ,--
, ,. "
Hilb ChoLee 720 n. Av. Cood .70 • 
, , 3'" 
KIIh CIIoLce 120 n. Av. Comm. 380 , , , 3'" 
HIIh CIIolee 580 n. Low Choice 410 • 
, , 3'" 
HII"II Chole. 580 n. Av. Comm. 320 • 
, , 3'" 
HiI" ChoICe 410 n. Low Choice 470 , 3'" , , 
HillI ChoIee 410 VI. Av. Cood 410 , 3' " , 3" , 
HlI"h Choice 410 n. Av. Comm. 410 , , .. , 
HII"II ChoLe. 380 n. Low Choice 470 , , , • HlI"h Cholet 380 YI. Av. Comm 470 , 3'" , ,
Low Choice 380 va. A y . Pr ime 580 , 3' " , • Low Cholet 380 VI. IUgh Choice 470 , , , • 1.0 .. Cholct '80 VI. 1.0 .. Choice 580 • 
, .. , , 3'" 
Low Chole. 380 VI. I.ow Choiee 410 , 3' " , , 
Av. Oood 120 VI. Hlj:h Choice 470 , ,- , , 
Ay. Good 120 n. 1.0 .. Cholee 580 , " .. 
, 3'" 
Av. Oood 380 n. Av. Cood 720 , ,- , 4' " 
Av. Cood 380 n. ),yo Cood 410 , S'" , ,-
Av. Com"" 120 VI. Av. Prime 720 , , ... , ., .. 
Av. ComED. 120 Ta, Ht&tt Cholee 120 , , 
Av. Com .... 120 VI. Av. Good 120 , ,- , , ... 
Av. CoEDED. 120 Ta. "V. 
. '" • " .. 
, ,-
"v. Co",m. 720 u. Av. 
"" 
, 4' " , ... , 
Av. Com m. 580 n. • 
, , 
• A_. 
. "0 • ,--
, ,-
... , • 
, ,-
A •. 
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GRADE AND WEIGHT ROUNDS AND LOIN STEAKS, _~A~'~'~'~N~"'~X~T~A~B:L~'~':':_~_~::~~ IN TRIO SAMPLE DISCRIMINATION FOR 
Av. Prime 840 vs. Low Chotce 580 
Av . Prima 720 VI . Low Choice 470 
Av. Prime 580 VB. Low ClIQiee 580 
Av. Prime 410 VB . Av. Good 470 
High Choice 580 vs. Av. Good 380 
Htgh Choice 470 vs. Av. Comlll. 470 
High Choice 380 VB. Av . Good 580 
Av. Good 380 va . Av. Good 580 
Av. Comm. 720 vB. High Choice 720 
Av . Comm. 720 vs. Av. Comm. 470 
Lower Third 
Choice 
Roond; Car cass Grade _ Shear 
Loin: Carcns Grade _ Fat 
Roond: Carcass Grade - Fat 
, 
Loin: Carcass Grade - Moisture 
Roond: Carcass Grade _ Moisture 
Loin : Carcass Weight - Shear 
Round: Carcass Weight _ Shear 
Loin : Carcass Weight _ Fat 
Round: Cucass Weight - Fat 
Loin: Carcass Weight - Moisture 
Round: Carcns We ight _ MoI&ture 
Loin: Shear _ Fat 
, , 
, 
• , ,
, , 
, ,--
" 
,-
, 
• , 
• 
" 
,--
" 
, 
Commercial 
." 
_.53 
- .22 
." 
." 
-.73 
-.63 
_.39 
" 
" 
" , 
" , 
" 
" 
,-
, 9··· 
• 
,-
,--
9··· ,-
_.24 to -.82 
.0 Ie _.75 
.23 to .82 
.29 to .85 
-.10 to -.78 
.25 to -.62 
.35 to .86 
.n to .84 
_A I to -.67 
-.24 to -.82 
.07 to -.65 
.08 to _.64 
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